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ARTICLE IX. 

NOTES. 

MORE CONCBRNING THE LANSING SKELETON. 

[ Instead of contributing a closing article upon the LuBing Skeleton, 
the Editor has put it into the competent hands of Miss Owen, whose long 
residence near the locality, and whose careful study of the facts involved, 
have given great weight to the suggestions she has offered to the scientific 
world. In the conclusions to which she arrives, I heartily concur.-ED.) 

Ts:a fossil skeleton found on the Concannon farm at Lansing, Kansas, 
but first brought to the notice of the world by Mr. M. C. Long, of Kan
sas City, continues to maintain a firm hold on the attention of those dis
tinguished for special work on the subjects involved in the determination 
of its early history. As yet, howevet, they have not been able to agree, 
and the two interpretations offered by geologists are supported by lead
ing advocates of the divergent views. 

Under the title of "A Fossil Man in Kansas," its merits were con
sidered by Professor S. W. Williston, in Science, August I; whUe the 
discussion was carried on by Mr. Warren Upham, in the America,. Ceol
ogist aud Records of tke Past for September, and in the BIBI,IO'1'SBCA 
SACRA for October, 1902, by a detailed exposition of scientific data deter
mining the overlying deposit to be loess of the Iowan stage of the glacial 
period, and assigning to man the right of citizenship at the close of time 
immediately preceding that epoch. 

Professor N. H. Winchell, having been one of the earliest observers, 
was inclined to favor this interpretation, but reserved a positive opinion 
for the fuller and more careful investiglltion of a second visit, calling 
attention to the division of the loess suggested by Professor Todd into 
what he calls the "upper loess," exposed on the uplands, and the 
.. lower loess," forming terraces of more recent date at lower levels. To 
which of these the deposit overlying the skeleton might correctly be re
ferred, he refrained from deciding hastily. 

From Mr. Upham's interpretation, however, Professor T. C. Chamber
lin, after a second visit, dissented in a lengtby and elaborate article pub
lished in the October-November number of the jo.",a/ of Ceology. 
His arguments and conclusions as there set forth received the cordial 
support of Professors Samuel Calvin and R. D. Salisbury; and later, in 
an article by Professor W. H. Holmes, were accepted as.the solution of 
the problem most satisfying to him as an anthropologist. 
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Preliminary conditions are discussed at great length by Professor 
Chamberlin before entering on interpretations, which he then ap
proaches by saying: "The case is perhaps not an absolutely declared 
one, and a wholly unreserved interpretation may not be warranted, but a 
very strong balance of evidence seems to point in a specific direction. 
Certain things seem to me clear. II 

In naming the things which seem clear, that given first place is, "The 
deposit is not true loess. II 

AB .. the most conservative and most probable view II in a general 
summing. up of conclusions, he supposes certain probable action of the 
Missouri River at a high stage and in comparatively recent time, that 
would cause the small tributary to erode the earlier deposits from the 
site of the present tunnel, and, after a new fiood-plain had been estab
lished, to assist other agencies in the pr~ess of refilling, although this 
would be maiuly the result of " lodgment deposits derived from the upper 
alopes and silts blown up from the Missouri bottoms. It From this reason
ing he concludes that,-

"The deposit resulting from these combined agencies should be just 
such a mixed nondescript one as the actual case presents, viz., a little 
clear stratification in the lower part, some suggestion of stratification of 
an uncertain sort in the other portions, but no complete stratification or 
assortment i a general absence of declared structure, some limestone 
d~bris, some shale d~bris, a little drift, some loess wash, some soil wash, 
with land shells, some stream or back-water silt, with riYer shellt-per
haps humanly introduced -and some wind silt i and hence, some por
tions unleached and others leached, loVith other variations from a typical 
unitarian deposit, such as true alluvium on the one hand, or typical loess 
on the other." And that" under this view the burial of the human re
mains took place either during the latest phases the erosive process of the 
stage indicated, or in the early phase of the building of the Hood-plain. 
The antiquity of the burial is measured by the time occupied by the 
Missouri River in lowering its bottoms, two miles more or leas in width, 
somewhere from fifteen to twenty.five feet, a very respectable antiquity, 
but much short of the close of the glacial invasion." 

It is thus demonstrated, in both interpretations, that the burden of 
proof as to the age of the skeleton is wholly dependent upon the solu
tion of the question whether or not the overlying deposit is true, typical 
loess. In order to determine this point in a manner at all acceptable, it 
becomes clearly necessary to show what constitutes typical loess, and by 
what characteristics it may be identified. 

Against the theory that the twenty feet of overlying deposit is post
glacial allnvium from the drainage area of the little tributary ravine, 
Mr. Upham points out, in the American GeolozjJt for January, two de
cisive objections which seem to him to necessitate the reference of the 
L!maing man to the loess-forming Iowan stage of glaciation. The first fa 
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that the overlying deposit, wbi~h he eo!lslders loess, .. is predomtDlllttly 
calcareous in nearly the same degree as average loess, though it has some 
!lCallty portions that ha.e very little calcareous matter or none"; while, if 
it were postglacial, it would have been so weathered and l~ed as to be 
tDostly destitute of ita calcareous Ingredients. He also mentions that the 
tunnel .. had perfectly maintained ita vertically cut aides and slightly 
arched top a year and a half before our visit, behaving in the manner so 
characteristic of the loess. which would not be possible in any postglacial 
deposit of alluvium. II 

His second objection is to the assumption that" the Miaouri ltiver 
during some part of the postglacial period had a flood-plain at Lausitlg 
about twenty-five feet above that of the present time," and that the 
changes of the current in the river channel were accountable for watl!ta 
ill the small ravine laying the deposit above the skeleton. 

His own reading of the geology of the locality is that the highest ele
evation at the Concannon farm, about 200 feet above the river, shows the 
general level which was prob"bly the surface of the river's flood-plain at 
the maximum stage 01 the loess depo1ition. aud that during the period 
between Iowan deposition and the Wisconsin stage the loess was rapidly 
eroded, "giving the valley its present width and eveu a greater depth 
than now "; 80 that" the flood-plain at Lansing and southward \ftS lower 
during the Wisconsin stage of glaciation than now, and has in general 
been somewhat built uP. instead of being cut down, during all postgla
cial time. " 

On the occasion of Professor Winchell's second visit to the Concannon 
farm, he was able to compare the published interpretation of Professor 
Chamberlin with his own observations, and the conclusions arrived as 
were wholly different. These further observations so impressed him as 
to the importance of the discovery that It fonned the subject-matter of 
his address as President of the Geological SocIety of America at the 
winter meeting in Washington, under the title" Was Man in America In 
the Glacial Period? II 

In the addres. he gave a- summary:of the geological bistory of the 
Missouri Valley, with an account of the finding of the skeleton, and a 
careful description of the tunnel and surrounding region. He presented 
no theories and suggested no working hypothesis, but simply sought, 
with cool. judicial fairness, to identify the materials surrounding and 
overlying the skeleton. so as to assign them definitely to proper epochs of 
geological time_ His observations and calculations were reinforced by 
acid tests and microscopic examinations. that confirmed his .earlier 11D
pressions, and, added to the absence of drift in the fragmentary, clayey 
mass in which the bones were buried, led to the conclusion that It Is re
siduary soil. resultant from the disintegration of local lltDestone shlde. 
and therefore is of pre-Iowan age. The sttatified sUt was detlved h'otn 
the uuderlyip.g clay. He also concluded that" there 111110 feature of file 
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deposit lying over the Lansing skeleton [above the water.laid silt layer] 
which is incompatible with the designation loess for the latitude and 
Pleistocene geology of the region." 

At the last joint session of the Geological Society and Section E of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, at the same meet· 
ing, ProfessorG. F. Wright read a paperin which the interpretations of Pro
fessor Winchell and Mr. Upham were supported by arguments deduced 
from his own observations during a recent visit. Those observations had led 
him to consider the upper portion of the deposit in which the tunnel was 
cut to be the remaining original base of the much-eroded Iowan loess, 
which is recognized at "higher levels, and referred by all to that stage of 
glaciation. He noted the resemblance of this overlying deposit to the 
loess covering vast expanses in Eastern China, the silt from which colors 
the waters of the great rivers and gives name to the Yellow Sea; and 
where its predominant characteristic is emphasized by millions of people 
living comfortably in such excavations as the Concannon fruit cellar at 
Lansing. He had been able to discover no glacial drift about the tunnel, 
and deemed the occurrence of pebbles in the upper portions as incon· 
sistent with either back·water or reolian theories of deposit. The renc
bearing deposit beneath he considered essentially of preglacial time. 
Neither this paper nor the address of Professor Winchell has yet been 
published. " 

In the BIBI.IOTBJl:CA SACllA for January, Professor Wright considers 
the view taken of the age of the Lansing skull by the anthropologists, 
and reminds them and theologians that geological time is not that enor
mous quaotity which it was supposed to be twenty·fh·e years ago; that 
the oldest mummies indicate scarcely any chauge in the atlatomy of the 
Egyptian race; and that the dawn of civilization in the valley of the 
Nile and of the Euphrates goes back to a time not much later than that 
assigned by Mr. Upham to the Lansing skeleton. He also calls to mind 
"the biblical account of a flood as universal as the human race, and im
plying an exceptional instability of the earth's crust continuing until 
some time after the introduction of man into the world. " 

His previous studies regarding early man give his opinions special sig
nificance, and this subject is referred to in an article on " The Noachian 
Deluge" in the October number of the same publication. After review
ing the evidence of human occupation fifty-three feet below the surface 
of the loess, at Kief, aod referring to the great depressiou of land which 
occasioned those vast loess deposits in Southern Russia, he says: "Early 
man, therefore, certainly witnessed in the world changes of land level 
which have caused floods on a scale with which the race has not been 
familiar for several thousand years. Observed facts abundantly sheW' 
that man came into the world before the unstable equilibrium acccm
panying the Tertiary period and the whole coutse of the glacial period 
had given place to the comparative quiet which now prevails. IJ 
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In the ltlolrch number of Popular Scinlce NOlltkly, Profesaor Williston 
again tells of the discovery of II The Fossil Man of Lansiug, KanllllS," 
and reviews the two interpretations of the evidence of its geological age. 
He adheres to the explanation first offered by himself, and afterwards 
elaborated by Professor Chamberlin as the most probable and conserva
tive, which gives the fossil man a considerable antiquity, but denies him 
the age of glacial time. He inclines, however, to a belief in a far pat
er antiquity of man in North America than distinguished anthropolo
gists are prepared to admit from the character of the evidence they are 
necessarily dependent upon. 

The sge of the skeleton is again considered by Profesaor Wright in 
Records of Ike Past for April, in which he remarks that the anthropolo
gists have no facts upon which to base estimates concerning the rate at 
which changes may take place in the progressive development of spe
cies, and therefore their theory of evolution cannot be used to discredit 
facts established by positive testimony, and we are bronght withont 
prejudice to more carefully consider the geological age of the deposit in 
which the skeleton was found. He reviews the most important points 
of evidence brought out by the two interpretations, and sustains the argu
ments presented by Professor Winchell and Mr Upham in all respects, 
excepting the re-excavation of the channel of the Missouri during the 
time immediately following the period of excessive deposition of loess 
near the close of the Iowan stage of glaciation. He believes that during 
the risiug stages of that flood-period the Lansing skeleton was buried 
beneath the loess, "which accumulated with great rapidity all along the 
margin of the Missouri River. Owing to the sluggishness of this cur
rent and the immense supply of water, t.he Missouri Valley was filled 
up with water, so as to present a lake-like expanse covering the bluff on 
either side during a portion of the year, that is during July, August, and 
September, when the melting of the Northern ice was going forward 
with greatest rapidity. But, meanwhile, during even these 1100d stages, 
a considerable current existed in the main channel of the valley, 80 as to 
keep it clear of sedimentary accumulations. "I 

The extreme high water of this year demonstrated this point clearly. 
The velocity of the current increased rapidly until the rising waters 
overflowed the banks and spread over the valley from bluff to bluff, 
when the unusual acceleration was lost, and the general appearance of 
the broad expanse became that of a great lake in gentle motion. But it 
was found that along the line of the main channel the current had fallen 
very little below its average normal speed, and sustained its burden of 
aediment for distant points, besides throwing great quantities, consisting 
largely of fine sand, into the waters covering the entire flood-plain. The 
main channel received no filling except in such places as were being 

1 This view is not original with Professor Wright, but is a contribntion 
to the discDSSion made by MiSII Owen, from whom he has borrowed it.-
2D. 
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temporarily or permanently abandoned. An alluvial terrace known lo
cally as .. the second bottom" is the old ftood-plain of the recent past, 
and further investigation may show the higher terraces to be remnants 
of the ftood-plains of waning stages of the Iowan epoch. 

This has long appeared to the writer not only a reasonable supposi
tion, but an absolutely necessary one, since, if the channel were filled 
to the ftood-plain height, there would have been no transporting power 
to constantly renew the burden of solid matter being rapidly deposited 
over the ftooded regions to either side. Rapid deposition, a vigorous 
current, and an open channel must each have acted with the other two. 
Instead, therefore, of the more recent lowering of the channel, as sug
gested by Profeasor Chamberlin, the evidence favors a later accumula
tion of sediment, tending rather to a building up of the channel below 
the mouth of the Platte. 

The latest and most exhaustive study comes from Professor Winchell 
in the American Geolocist for May. It is too lengthy to be reviewed 
here as it tempts, and an incomplete attempt would be misleading, but the 
fullness of his investigations and the completeness of their results appear 
to leave no point unanswered or open to the disturbance of further 
doubt. .. Lansing Pleistocene Geology" is subjected to a rigid scrutiny, 
and to a series of acid and microscopical tests of a character so searching 
as to suggest a kinship to the precision of mathematical science. The 
main portion of the article is devoted to the observations and conclu
sions drawn from his first and second visits to the Concannon farm. 
These are supplemented by a note from Professor Williston, saying that 
the shell taken from near the top of the tunnel, which has been so much 
discussed, is 8 river cIani, and that its original structure has been lost 
and replaced by a cast,-8 fact which he did not recognize at first. The 
importance of this is, of course, quite obvious in establishing the sub
aqueous character of the deposit in which it was buried. 

Professor Winchell publishes a letter from Professor Todd in which 
he discusses the article, but is more inclined to accept the views of Pro
. fessor Chamberlin j also one from Professor Wright, warmly supporting 
the other view, so far as the limited time he spent at the farm gave him 
opportunity to form conclusions. 

A final appendix is ad(led, giving the further knowledge gained by a 
third visit of two whole days at the Concannon farm and about the 
bluffs above and below. By digging pits or trenches, much fitrther in
formation of value was obtained, enabling him to conclude that, .. after 
the deposition of the silt, by wash from the geest [ residuary soil] and 
from the Carboniferous strata and from the Kansas drift, the action of 
the Iowan ice epoch supervened, resulting in the filling of the Missouri 
Valley with Iowan loess and its abundant waters." 

Professor Winchell's elaborate study of the deposits would seem to 
demonstrate the existence of glacial man in the Missouri Valley beyond 
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ell iate1Ugnt ~. On tile __ cl the ~, .. 011. tbQIIe 
of the Little Miami and of the Delaware farther east in America, and on 
the Dnieper in a .... man was a wilD.. to thole great aad rapid 
changes of terreetrial conditions coaaected with the cloaing Ita,ges of 
the glacial period i thu au." raiaiag glacial pology to a moat impodaat 
rault aDlODg the hiatorica1 aeieDoes. 

aT. JOS&PH. 110. LultI.I.A A. OwltN. 

THB R.BVISION OF GEOLOGICAL TIMB. 

I1f the BIBI.IOTBltCA BAa. for April, 1884. I publiahed aa article eIl

titled .. The Niagara Gorge u a Chronometer." This was baaed upon 
pemoaal inveatigatiODS made the lummer before, and included a brief 
discussion of previOllS opinionl upon the subject. J)eeor had estimated 
that the rate of the recel8ioa of the falla was 80 slow that the formation 
of the gorge must have occupied r3.500,ooo yean. Sir Charles Lyell 
thought it might have been accomplished in 35,000. but that it probably 
required 100,000 yean, ...... surmise which. hal taken.a1mOIt complete 
poIIH8ion of the popular literature upon the subject, and which even 
DOW ~ almOlt impollible to displace. Other investigaton-Dotably 
Mr. :Ba1r.ewell iD . 1846, Dr. Pohlmaa in 1883, aud abont the same time 
Mr. Gardiner of the New York Survey, aud Profeaaor A. Winchell-main
tained that the rate of receuiOD WlS as much .. three feet a year. 
My conclueioa 1 was that, .. from the beat light we now have, 
it seems altogether probable that the cataract is receding at a rate 
that would luftice to produce the whole chum from Queenaton up 
in lese thaD 12,000 yean i and if, 88 is not ualilr.ely, any considerable 
portion of the gorge above the whirlpool had been formed by preglacial 
agencies, even that relatively short period mOlt be considerably abbre
viated. This article was cODsidered of 80 much importance by Profeeeor 
James D. Dana, that he immediately requested the privilege of- repub
lishing it in the Americafl /tN"'tU of Science, where it appeu-ed in the 
Dumber for July, 1884. 

Since that time the accumulatioD of facta bearing UpGD this 81lbjec:t 
has been continuously going on, taking a "fery wide range, and involv
ing, amODg other things, the question of the permanence of the outlet 
through the present channel. These investigations ( ODe of the moat im
portant of which was conducted by myself) led to the discovery that in 
early poetglacial time the outlet of the Great Lakes wu Dot OIV~ Niag
ara, but from Lake Huron through Lake NipiseiDg and the Mattawa 
lUyer into the Ottawa. which enten the St. Lawrence at Montreal.' Bllt 
many indicatioaa went to mow that the CODtinWUl~ of this Ottawa out-

I Bib. Sac., Vol. xli. p. 376. 
'Bulletin of the Geological Society of America, Vol. iv (r892), pp. 

423-427. 
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let was probably not more than 2,000 or 3,000 years; 80 that the exten
sion of the postglacial chronology, from that cause, beyond that giVeD 
by the Niagara gorge, would not be relatively great. Among the most 
important of these investigations were those conducted by me, UDder 
the direction of the New York Central Railroad, bearing upon the en
largement of the mouth of the gorge at Queenston by the gradual 
crumbling away of the strata under the action of subaerial agencies. l 

The attempts which several have made to maintain the longer chro
nology have been 80 largely based upon obscure phenomena and theo
retical considerations, that they have not carried the weight of scientific 
opinion, as is shown by two recent utterances of two of the most promi
nent investigators of the subject; namely, Professor N. H. Winchell, ed· 
itor of the American Gcologist, who for many years conducted the geo
logical survey for the State of Minnesota, where the last records of the 
glacial epoch are extremely abundant and significant, anc! Professor !t. 
D. Salisbury, of Chicago University, who for twelve years has been con
ducting the survey of the glacial phenomena in Northern New Jersey. 

In the American Geologist for September, 1902, Professor Winchell, 
in discussing the age of the Lansing skeleton, says, .. Postglacial time 
has been computed in various ways, and it has been pretty nearly unani
mously agreed that postglacial time does not exceed 10,000 years, and 
probably amounts to about 8,000 years." 

Professor Salisbury's conclusivn is found in the fifth volume of the 
Final Report of the New Jersey State Geologist (1902 ):-

"The date and duration of the glacial period are matters of the great
eat interest, but neither has been determined with numerical exactness. 
Many lines of calculatioI:, atl of them confessedly more or leas uncer
taiu, point to the retreat of the last ice-sheet from the northern part of 
the United States 6,000 to 10,000 years ago. While these figures are to 
be looked upon as estimates only, there are so many lines of evidence 
pointing in the same direction that the recency (geologically speaking) 
of the lut glaciation must be looked upon as established. The best data 
for the calculations which have led to the above results are furnished by 
Niagara Falls. and the Falls of St. Anthonya at Miuneapolis. In each 
case, the distance the falls had receded since the ice disappeared, and 
the present rate of recession are known with some degree of appro::dma
tion to the truth. Assuming the rate of recession to have been uniform, 
the above results as to duration of postglacial time for these localities 
are obtained • 

.. A strong argument for the recency of the last glaciation is the slight 

1 Popular Science Monthly, Vol. Iv. (1899) pp. 145-154; American 
Geologist, Vol. xxix. ( 1902) pp. 140-143 • 

... Gilbert, Science, Vol. viii. ( 1886) p. 205." 
'''Winchell, Geology of Minnesota, Vol. ii. p. 3[3." 
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modification which the aurface of the drift baa undergone. This sort of 
an argument does not easily lend itself to numerical results." 1 

Por many reasona it ia very important to get these chaDged ,iews with 
regard to the recentne88 of the glacial epoch fully before the minds of 
the general public. As it ia, the persistency of the earlier exaggerated 
estimates, both of the date of the glacial pericd and of the length of ge0-

logical time in general, ia giving aupport to numerous popular miscon
ceptiona, detrimental to a true view of history and of God's plan for the 
salvation of the wo:ld. Popular writers have so f .. llen into the habit of 
regarding all geological facts as eztremely old, that it is difficult to make 
the general public believe that any geological facts are re<;ent. 

This raises in the minds 9f probably the majority of historians and 
theological investigators an inveterate presumption against many histor
ical statements which seem to contravene the present order of natnre. 
and resulta in relegating to the realm of myth aud legend such stories as 
those of the seven years of plenty and famine in Egypt, the destruction 
of Sodom and Gomorrah, the crossing of the Jordan by the children of 
Israel, and the Noachian Deluge. Thia inadequate conception of the 
recency of that unstable condition of the earth's crust connected with 
the glacial pt"riod renders it impossible for the mass of readers who have 
been brought up on the antiquated Uniformitarian geology of Lyell and 
Darwin to appreciate the force of the arguments that are bringing the 
creation of man down to a comparatively modern period. 

The finng of the close of the glacial period, as Professors Salisbury, 
Winchell, and others have done, at so recent a date as from 6,000 to 
10,000 years ago, brings within the horizon of human history the excep
tional activity of physical forces during this period which is needed to 
account for the extraordinary occurrences involved in the extensive del
uge referred to both in the Bible and in the legends of many nations. 
Evolutioniats, also, are begin'ning to speculate upon the effect of these 
recent changes in hastening the process which they suppose to have 
occurred when man emerged from some lower enimal. It is curious to 
aee how closely these speculations now approach the old-time historical 
representations. Por instance, Professor J. L. Wortman, of Yale Col
lege, who has long been studying the subject from the evolutionary 
point of view, is credited with the following speculations:-

" • The current teaching as to the origin aud later distribution of moat 
forms of higher animal life on the earth is, that the ancestors of most 
present mammals originated in the present hot regions of the earth, and 
were distributed to the temperate and frigid regions by emigration. As 
to man, the college textbooks on anthropology teach that a similar course 
was pursued: that man I!volved from a certain form of higher apes and 
somewhere in the present hot latitudes, possibly Java or the now sunken 

1 II A summary 01 the various estimates of the duration of postglacial 
time is given by Wright in his Ice Age in North America." 
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Indo-AT?k4iL± and that the man found 
other parts of tne gliobe were those of tne earHest immigrants from this 
equatorial cradle of the race . 

.. I Man must have had some reason for his rise. Some impelling force 
or influence must have been out to produce this amazing development of 
the simple mind of the ape to the mental stature of even barbaric man. 
There is such a wide divergence in the intellectual attainment between 
even the hinhest ann? and the lowest man that ann hypothesis that ad-

EEniution seems to it offers no reas?'" 

some remarkabIu 
his developmeni~ 

"hange must certainly 'n?ppotnd if any logical hif~ 
tory of the evolution of man is to be written. 

II I As it happens, it is not necessary to suppose this, as we have the 
unassailable facts with which actually to state it. In my opinion such a 
cause is to be found, clearly and incontestably, in the attested data of 
geology itself . 

.. I This is the fact that the glacial epoch gradually came on, driving 
the and mammallifu unn?h southward. 

i,fl"iifiH~i' remains of primlHt,,, 
the case seems WEn 

have been found 
that it was sowUi 
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Africa. aud that it was 801lthwud over tbe8e approaches to the praeat 
tropical zones that the ancestors of these apes eacaped. 

II Likewise the great army of ancestors of the other animals retreated 
over these land bridges. followiag the tropical forests. A fe,.. remained 
behiad, caught as were the apes. aud probably changed their habita and 
nen structure to fit thenew envUonmeat. 

II According to this new theory of the evolution of man the place of 
hia origin moat be looked for along the lIOuthern shores of Europe and 
Asia. Dr. Wortman saya that the nearest al?proach to man yet fOQud 
among the fossil ape remains of the old world is the highly developed 
ape fossil discovered by Lydekker in the Punjab of India a few yean 
ago. He is of the opinion that no better place exists in which to hunt 
down the link between the anthropoids and man than this same locality. 

II Trapped in these peninsulas it is Dr. Wortman's contention that a 
quick and unprecedented ch'lnge came over the apes that just preceded 
man, and that instantly awoke their intellect and spanned the space be
tween the highest apes and lowest man. The first change came in the 
difference in the nature of the food upon which these trapped apes lived. 

II The tropical forests, with their special fruit, were gone or were g0-

ing; temperate vegetation was quickly taking ita place. The apee. ac· 
customed to lidng in the trees, both to protect better themselves and to 
find their food, came down to the ground. Then they began to live on 
nuts and ground Eruit, and on sea food . 

•• Following this change in food came" change in the structure of the 
animals themselves. Accustomed to the upright position, through the 
ability to grasp branches with their bands, the immediate ancestors 
adopted that posture on the ground. Their feet then took on the plan. 
tigrade condition of man's. Here was a condition tbat was capable of 
instant change to a hight:r one if the awakening process was begun. 

II Dr. Wortman says that this had been begun through the enforced 
change in habits by the retreat of the tropics, which they were unable 
to follow. He thin&.. that this process waf continued and the final de
velopment induced by the discovery. Just how this came about Dr. 
Wortman admits can only be surmised. II 

Those wbo are not wedded to the theory of evolution, and wbo fait to 
see the adequatenf'88 of natural selection to produce these astonishing 
and rapid changes, will, however, be permitted to recognize, in these 
changing conditions of life produced by the glacial period, much con
firmatory evidence sustuning tae traditional view that man originated, . 
through supernatural interference, at a comparatively recent time, aome
where in Central Asia, and that he has been subjected in his ~ly 
history to many vicissitudes of nature which are very unlike thoee 
throulh which he has paued during the so-called. historical period. 

G. F. Walen. 
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NOTBS ON BR.ITISH THBOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHV. 

Tn purpoR of these Notes is to put before readers of tbe BIBUO
'tS.C.I. SACItA some points of current interest in connection with theo· 
logical and philosophical works and movements in Great Britain. 

In theology, the large and important work of Professor FUnt on "Ag
nosticism" baa just appeared, and is being cordially received. It I. 
marked, as might be expected, by vigor, lucidity, abundant learning, 
incisive argumentation, love of objeetive truth, and thoroughness. 1 
merely welcome It, and say nothing of the nature of criticism, not having 
had time, at date of writing, to read it. One is the more grateful for its 
appearance in the midst of Dr. Flint's laborious undertaking with the 
" Philosophy of History." With this work issuing from Scotland, one 
has only to couple the recent work of Principal Fairbairn, of Oxford, 
Bngland, on "The Philosophy of the Christian Religion," in order to 
.ee how far theological vision is in Britain from being dimmed, or philo
sophical power from being abated. Dr. Flint is nothing if not rational, 
Dr. Fairbairn nothing if not intellectualistic, and against the objection 
of those who care not greatly for such qualities in religious mattera, one 
cannot but feel that it is assuredly well to have such guarantees in these 
days that intellect will, in this all.imporant sphere, come to its own. Itis 
very gratifying, also, to recall how .hort a time it is, anterior to these 
works, since Professor Caldecott, of London, gave us his painstaking 
aud highly meritorious work on" The Philosophy of Religion in 
Bngland and America." 

Dr. Matheson's" Representative Men of the Bible" continues to be 
read with delight. Dr •. Matheson !las a long and honorable record behind 
him in theoloa:ica1 and religious literature, and this latest product of hi. 
pen is marked by all those gifts of spiritual inlight and imaginative 
power whi<;h make hi. work perfectly unique, and prized as such. 

In these days when social interests, rather than doctrinal, occupy the 
attel?tion of the churches, one can only be thankful to have attention 
drawn to any of the great doctrinal truths of our religion. Professor 
Denney, of Glasgow, does this for the Atonement, setting forth anew(b.e 
place and interpretation of Christ's death in the New Testament in his 
volume on II The Death of Christ." There is every acknowledgment of 
the exegetical excellence and the vigor of Dr. Denney's work. But In 
laying such exclusive stress on the substitutionary character of Christ'. 
death, he is doing a work of donbtful benefit to this country, where ex
ternal, artificial, and foreusic theories of the Atonement 80 long pre
vailed, and a worK that can by no possibility satisfy the theological needs 
of the twentieth century. One cannot but be surprised that a theological 
iCholar should, at this time of d'ay, feel content to relit in a (me 'but par
tial and fragmentary represelJtation of the case, after all that mod'ertl 
til tugliE, especially German ftJ.eologfca1 tbought, baa d'o~ f9 !let Cbe 
Atouemenf before us in its vital connectiOIl8 and organic relations:. Thf! 
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whole of this latter teaching is New Testameat teaching, alao, but it be
longs to a deeper layer of Pauline thought thaD Dr. Denney has pierced 
or appreciated. This is a pity, for the objectious to mere or pure substi
tution are always with us, and are most sarely among the things theo
logical thought should obviate or dissipate. The CI'OIIIJ of lesaa is DO 

stupendous and affectiug spectacle offered to men, and for men, ontside 
the human race. Christ is the Second Adam, and as Bead and First
Born of many brethren, offered up, from within and on behalf of our 
race, his:sacrifice to God. It is n'l external, unrelated, and unreal traDa
action, meant to move us on]y to gratitude. It is not only for our sius. 
but to bring us to God, that the grace of aouship to the Father, and the 
joy of Union with the Christ, may be the believer's. So the vicarious 
aspect of Christ's suffering remains- only in a deeper, closer, more real 
and intimate way. In its Godward, or objective aspects, this great truth 
may still run up into mystery, but such mystery as remains for the intel
lect keeps not sunshine from the heart. We still wait a theory of the 
Atonement that shall be satisfying to the ethical and rational needs of 
man. 

The death of Dean Farrar removes a prominent figure from the world 
of religious literature. His career as a scholar was indeed a brilliant one. 
Bis leaming:was large, if not always accurate. His literary work was 
"ery great in amount. Much of it was'popular rather than acientific or 
academic, but still of this latter kind of work he did not a little for the
ology. His" Messages of the Books," "Life of St. Paul," Hulsean 
Lectures on .. The Witness of History to Christ," .. Early Days of 
Christianity," Bampton Lectures on the .. History of Interpretation," 
and .. Seekers after God," were among his more valuable works. His 
II Life of Christ" was a popular and useful presentation. Dean Farrar 
never came to his own in the great church to which he belonged. It is 
understood heJe that some of hiseschatological pronouncements cost him 
a bishop1'ic. It is gratifying, at any rate, that he never lost his sweetneaa 
of spirit or assiduity in literary labors. His life remains a great inspira
tion to the clergy of every church and denomination, as a revelation of 
the possibilities of the Christian ministry. Archbishop Temple has also 
p3.SSed away, leaving, as his chief contribution to theology, his Bampton 
Lectures on the II Relations between Religion and Science, "-a clear 
statement of their harmony. 

In philosophy, the pUblication of the posthumous w\)rk ou .. The De
velopment of Modern Philosophy" has made evident how great • loss 
British philosophical scholarship has sustained in the death of the late 
Professor Adamson, of Glasgow. The work is edited by ProfetllOr Sor
ley, and is receiving unstinted praise from our most capable philosophical 
writers. 

In the series of •• The World's Epoch.Makers," Profeseor R. Macki~ ... 
toah, D.D., Profeseor of Apologetics in the Lancashire Independent 
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College, Manchester, has just produced the volnme on " Hegel and He
gelianism." The little volume is replete with information that will be 
useful to readers not versed in larger and more abstruse works. One of 
the best things in the book is its statement of the relation 9f Hegelianism 
to Christianity, for every fresh statement of this question is of interest. 
In value the book is not behind any volume of the aeries to which it be
longs. I find myself in large accord with Dr. Mackintosh's conclusions. 
He sees that idealism in some sort must be our philosophy, but also that 
it cannot be Hegelian idealism. Hegelianism has for him deep truth. 
and truth we need to know, but not, as its votaries appear to think, the 
whole truth or the only truth. The future, I think, is with Idealism, 
but it will be neither this form of idealism nor yet the" personal ideal
ism" lately set forth by a small gronp of Oxford philosophers, which 
seems to me too experiential and unsystematic in character, and too per
sonal and limited in horizon. In this connection I may note that the 
tendency to .. pragmatism" or practicalism of some of these philosophers 
is really a reaction against Hegelian idealistic theory, and that they 
claim fot the .. pragmatist" method of looking at reality that it will 
simp'ify to a great extent traditional philosophical formulas. Donbtless 
it will, for those to whom it may be possible to rest satisfied with it. 
But that will not be easy for our trans-subjective intelligence. The prag
matist, for example, treats truth as having no place apart from II inter
est." II Trnth is subordinate to interest," we are told. But if we know 
anything, it is that the truths made known to us by the realities 01 the 
uuiverse have their existence quite independently of man's interest in 
them. We must still prefer to think of truth as .. subordinate" to evi
dence." rather than" interest." My apprehension of truth - which is a 
very different matter - will, of course, be dependent on my interest. 
We can surely recogn!ze intellectualism, in its extreme forms, to be a 
mistake, without becoming pragmatists, which, in its extreme form, is no 
less defective. Intellectualism and pragmatism are best regarded as 
poles of one great process, and the need is not for any sharply drawn 
antagonism, but rather for a synthesis of intellect, with its schematizing 
power, and will, with its fruitful activities. However, without saying 
more, we shall await with interest the developments of this philosophical 
tendency. JAMas LINDSAY. 

KILMARNOCK, SCOT! ANI). 

THE NEW INTEREST IN CHILD LABOR. 

EARLY in the nineteenth century shocking revelations were made in 
Bngland of the extent to which, in the developing factory system, even 
very young children were employed at continuous labor. Years of agi
tation passed before the defense of parliamentary statute was thrown 
around Bngland'. children. The poetic sympathy of Mrs. Browning 
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and the eloquence of Macaulay were enlisted in the cause before It tri
umphed. It was necessary to argue seriously against the short-sighted 
fear that England would lose her industrial supremacy if she did not use 
the hands of her children in coal-mine and cotton:miU and brick-yaTd • 
The nation proved wise enough to forbid dwarfing its future laborers for 
the sake of a tittle present gain. 

In the United States those parts of the country where the factory aye
. tem developed earliest were the first to fonow England's example. Most 
of the Northern States have long had laws putting more or less restric
tion on child·labor. The North often pointed the finger of scorn at the 
South in this matter. The South had little legislation on the subject. 
It is but a few years ago that a Southern congressman published over 
his own name an urgent invitation to Northern manufacturers to come 
to his State. One of the inducements which he emphasized was the lib
erty they would find there to use child labor! 

But in most of the Southern States agitation is now active and persist
eJ;rt to remedy this gross lack in their statutes. Meanwhile we have be
come aware of grievous lacks in the laws of the Northern States, and 
grievous deficiencies in the execution of present laws. It has been 
brought out by the Coal Arbitration Commission, that Pennsylvania, in 
spite of laws, employs many more children In her mines and shops than 
Georgia, which has no laws. minois has discovered that many young 
children have been employed on night work in some of her industries, 
and has just enacted a new law intended to stop this shame completely. 
Fortunately her -legislators were not deluded by the plea that glass·blow
ing would be driven out of the State if little children could not be em
ployed in the night-time at the glasa-factories. It is a safe proposition 
that the production of efficient men and women is more important for a 
State than the production of glass bottles or cheap cotton cloth. We 
bid Godspeed to our brothers and listers in Georgia and other States 
who are making 80 earnest a fight to secure the practice of this principle. 
We are ashamed that 80 mnch of their opposition comes from absentee 
owners of industrial stock. The question is nowhere one of merely lo
cal interest. The welfare of the nation hangs on keeping chDdhood 
sacred to education. We must not sufter it to be swallowed JlP by 
wage-eaming. If any riches are accumulated by sucking the life-blood 
of our children, they will be accnrsed . 

.. III fares the land, to hastening ills a prey, 
Where wealth aecalllnlates, aad mea. decay." 

The new interest in this snbject promises better things for the Uuited 
States. Better eitizeas iD every generatioB wm ~1lfte COIitla. 
progreM. W ••• o. W.· 
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